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dëna is an unstructured toy that contributes to the early stimulation of 

babies and the development of their imagination and creativity.

Because it is an unstructured toy, children are not limited to only one way 

in which the toy can be used thus providing endless options for play. The 

possibilities of use depend on the place, context and individual needs of 

each child.
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EARLY STIMULATION
dëna toys favor early stimulation, hand-eye coordination and the first grip of 
baby. In addition, they can put them in their mouth with total security, as they 
are made of platinum silicone, the same material as dummies. You can also 
offer them during a diaper change or during bathtime, as a calming element.
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AS A BRACELET
You will be surprised to discover that they can be used as a bracelet on 
their hands and feet, and it will strengthen their muscles and improve their 
motor skills while playing. You can also place the toys on the front bar of 
the pram so they are able to play without the risk of losing them.
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PLAY PEEK-A-BOO
Play with your baby by hiding a toy under a blanket and looking for it. You 
will develop their curiosity and the concept of “permanence” while playing.
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PUT IN AND TAKE OUT
Kids love to use the toys to put in, take out, fill and empty and helps them 
improve the fine motor skills of their hands. Incorporating other toys will 
make the game even more fun.
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TREASURE HUNT
Bury the toys in a bowl of rice, beans or something similar and ask your child 
to find them. They will enjoy looking for them while improving their attention 
and their fine motor skills.
You can also use dëna to play with soft modeling clay, sand or kinetic sand.
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FREE PLAY
Free and unstructured play is very important for good cognitive 
development. Since dëna toys, are made of a soft material, it allows for 
children to play freely. They can bite them, crush them or throw them 
without any danger.
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TURN IT INSIDE OUT
Surprise them by turning the figures inside out and converting for example, 
the house into a beautiful cloud. They will love it and very soon they will 
begin to try it by themselves, exercising their fine motor skills, improving 
their tolerance for frustration when turning it inside out and feeling 
successful when it is achieved. If they are over 4 years old, let them discover 
it themselves. It will boost their curiosity and their self-esteem.
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PLAY BY STAMPING
Offer dëna toys as a stamp. With a little child-friendly paint and paper, they 
can develop their coordination, imagination and creativity. And they will 
discover the wonderful artist inside!
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL PUZZLE
As three-dimensional puzzles, it will help them to exercise concentration, 
perseverance, logic, visuo-spatial and visuoconstructive abilities. And all 
this while playing and having fun!
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PLAY BY SORTING
Sorting them by shape or colour will be fun and help them develop 
language, learn the names of colours and the first concepts of quantity and 
numbers. All of this done by playing!
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SYMBOLIC GAME
At the park, the beach or in the bathtub, symbolic games are one of the best 
ways to develop language. Representing everyday scenes will help them 
identify and name objects, colours or situations.
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USE AS MOULDS
The house and the tree will also serve as moulds to play with the sand, while 
the dëna kids will be the fun inhabitants of their buildings. Develop fine 
motor skills, imagination, creativity, symbolic play and language all whilst 
playing.
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PLAY BY STACKING
dëna offers endless solutions as a stacking toy. Initially, they will begin 
with simpler structures and then move on to higher and more complex 
ones. It is also possible to take turns, trying not to drop the pieces. They 
will be exercising logic, concentration, perseverance and visuospatial and 
visuoconstructive abilities.
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AS A TEMPLATE TO DRAW
You can suggest they use their dëna toys to color the interior or to use 
as templates to outline the shapes. They will enjoy practicing graphomotor 
skills, fine motor skills and visuospatial skills.
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TELLING STORIES
As stories become more complex, it will help with the development of 
language and improve their narrative ability. And it will also help in the 
ability to recognize and name different basic emotions such as joy, sadness, 
fear or anger.
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MAKING MORE ELABORATE PLATES
Working together at home is important and there is no better way to learn 
that than by playing. Ask them to help you prepare beautiful plated dishes 
using dëna houses or trees as moulds. They can be cleaned easily in the 
dishwasher. Vegetable burgers or rice that have playful shapes are more 
fun to eat and they will feel proud having helped prepare it.
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AS DOMINOS
Stacking is very fun, but knocking it down afterwards can be even more fun. 
What if we knock them down like dominos? Learn by playing to plan and 
execute, favouring the logical thinking of cause and effect.
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PLAY TO CREATE
With dëna everything is possible and its figures will be the key to infinite 
artistic proposals. What if we wrap them in colorful wool or yarn? Every child 
is an artist!
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BAKE
Cookies, muffins, gelatin, ice cream... With dëna you can share wonderful 
moments baking and cooking. They are certified for contact with food and 
are suitable for the oven, the freezer and of course for the dishwasher. Their 
toys will be like new every time and will last for many years to come!
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FAMILY PLAYTIME
Playing with dad and mum, with a sister or with a friend, is the best. Enjoying 
one another during a leisurely game time is a fun activity that will best 
develop all their motor, cognitive, emotional, social and sensory abilities. 
And all this, in exchange for just a little of your time!
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